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Introduction:

Preparing legal studies and consultations is one of the skills that must be enjoyed by lawmen in their various jobs,
and it may depend heavily on long practical experience, friction and experiences, but it does not stop at this point,
as it also needs a scientific method in legal research and reaching results as well Regarding the legal method for
presenting the results of the study or opinion, this training program provides a distinctive way to develop the legal
and practical aspects of legal advice, so that the participants can train on the subject and master it in a practical
way.

 

Course Objectives 

Gain the required skills in the legal advisor to be able to provide the required advice.
Gain the skill of professionally preparing a legal advice memorandum.
Gain legal analysis skills.
Gaining the skills of writing legal notes in general among the participants.
Gaining the skills of receiving legal advice and communicating with people related to them.
Acquisition of study skills, techniques and concepts of legal research.
Understanding how to mix theory and practice in writing legal opinion memorandums for different business
entities.
Realizing the requirements of meaningful legal notes.
Practical practice of how to research legal issues and issue legal advice.

 

Course Outlines

1 Day

personal skills to receive legal advice:

Learn about the role of the legal advisor
Effective communication skills in legal advice
Listening skill, speaking art and questioning techniques
Overcoming physical and moral barriers to communication
Communication laws

2 Day

objective legal analysis skills:
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Scientific legal writing
The difference between legal analysis and legal drafting
Persuasive analysis and objective analysis
The four steps of legal analysis
Supports, evidence and sources of legal rules

3 Day

dealing with and discussing the issue under request for advice:

Finding the legal adaptation and its importance
View the relevant provisions and texts
Apply rules to facts
Extract the result
The difference between the legal opinion and the advisor's opinion

4 Day

legal advice skills:

The difference between opinion notes and judicial notes
Oral advice and written advice
Counseling methodology
Written legal advice notes format

5 Day

technical skills for the legal drafting of opinion notes:

Allocating a sentence for each idea, and not allocating more than one idea for a single sentence
Use short and medium length sentences
Use the method of classification to avoid the use of long sentences
The use of parallelism, balance, and repetitive compositional words
Putting connected words
Use pronouns
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Blackbird Training Categories
Management & Admin
Professional Skills
Finance, Accounting, Budgeting
Media & Public Relations
Project Management
Human Resources
Audit & Quality Assurance
Marketing, Sales, Customer Service
Secretary & Admin
Supply Chain & Logistics
Management & Leadership
Agile and Refinement

Technical Courses
Hospital Management
Public Sector
Special Workshops
Oil & Gas Engineering
Telecom Engineering
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Health & Safety
Law and Contract Management
Customs & Safety
Aviation
C-Suite Training
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